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         This Instructional PDF is provided as a courtesy by ECS Tuning
Proper service and repair procedures are vital to the safe, reliable operation of all motor vehicles as well 
as the personal safety of those performing the repairs. Standard safety procedures and precautions (in-
cluding use of safety goggles and proper tools and equipment) should be followed at all times to elimi-
nate the possibility of personal injury or improper service which could damage the vehicle or compromise 
its safety.Although this material has been prepared with the intent to provide reliable information, no
warranty (express or implied) is made as to its accuracy or completeness. Neither is any
liability assumed for loss or damage resulting from reliance on this material. SPECIFICALLY,NO WARRANTY 
OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR ANY OTHER WARRANTY IS MADE OR TO BE IM-
PLIED WITH RESPECT TO THIS MATERIAL. Inno event will ECS Tuning, Incorporated or its affiliates be liable 
for any damages, direct or indirect, consequential or compensatory, arising out of the use of this
material.
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DSG/6AT Transmission Fluid Tool

A large plastic splash shield covers the transmission - it will 
need to be removed for access to the DSG transmission. 
Eight T25 Torx screws line the sides of the splash shield, while 
three T30 Torx screws are located towards the rear. On later 
MKV, MKVI, A3 etc. chassis, an additional T25 is located
center-front. The fluid filling location is indicated below.

DSG Filling Location

Drainplug Location

Front underside                
 of Vehicle

6AT Transmission Underside
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DSG/6AT Transmission Fluid Tool

The drain plug (indicated below) is located on the oil pan, 
and is threaded to accept the Quick Disconnect Drain 
Attachement. 

  6AT Filling Location

Drainplug Location
Front underside                
 of Vehicle

6AT Transmission Underside
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DSG/6AT Transmission Fluid Tool

      
Attach the Male Industrial Hose Fitting to the Main Body of the filler tool.
Choose the appropriate drain attachment for your transmission (small black 6AT 
attachment or larger silver DSG attachment.)

6AT Drain Attachment 
DSG Drain Attachment 
and Quick-Disconnect

Using the diagram on page 2 or 3, find the filler location for your transmission. 
Thread the quick-disconnect/drain attachment assembly hand-tight into the 
filler location. Sleeve the provided pinch clamp over the hose, and connect the 
hose to the barb. 

Bring the pinch clamp up the hose to the barb and tighten it enough to prevent 
the pressure of the compressor from dislodging it. Route the hose out from 
underneath the side of the vehicle.
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DSG/6AT Transmission Fluid Tool

Sleeve the hose over the next pinch clamp and tighten onto the main filler tool 
housing barb. 

Prepare your air compressor using the follow specifications and cautions:

The filler tool utilizes a maximum PSI of 20; 10 PSI is highly recommended as a limit 
to avoid over pressurization of the transmission fluid bottle. 

An over-pressurized transmission fluid bottle can reach a limit where explosion is 
imminent. For this reason, it is strongly recommended to take extra precautions 
such as wearing protective eyewear and gloves when using this procedure.

Slide the metal tube into the transmission fluid bottle and tighten the Screw 
Cap onto the bottle. 

Using a standard industrial air hose, connect the compressor to the brass 
hose fitting, making sure the connection is adequate to support 10+ PSI.

Slowly and cautiously open the compressor valve, allowing air to fill the ATF 
bottle and displace fluid through the tube into your transmission. 
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1. Connect the Male Industrial Hose Fitting to the Main Body of the Filler  
    Tool
2. Screw the Main Body into the ATF fluid bottle.
3. Determine which drain attachment you will require (Silver DSG or Black        
    6AT), and connect it to the Quick Disconnect. 
4. Locate the filler location on your transmission and connect the Drain 
    Attachment to the the transmission, screwing it in hand-tight. 
5. Slide the Clear PVC Hose through the pinch clamp, and slide both onto  
    the Hose Barb of the Quick Disconnect/Drain Attachment Assembly
6. Connect the Air Compressor to the Industrial Air Hose Fitting/Main Body  
    Assembly.

Assembly Quick Reference 

DSG/Automatic Transmission Flui Tool

Air Compressor 
Max - 20PSI


